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Hierarchical Segmentation Using Tree-Based
Shape Spaces
Yongchao Xu, Edwin Carlinet, Thierry Ge´raud, Laurent Najman
Abstract—Current trends in image segmentation are to compute a hierarchy of image segmentations from fine to coarse. A classical
approach to obtain a single meaningful image partition from a given hierarchy is to cut it in an optimal way, following the seminal
approach of the scale-set theory. While interesting in many cases, the resulting segmentation, being a non-horizontal cut, is limited
by the structure of the hierarchy. In this paper, we propose a novel approach that acts by transforming an input hierarchy into a new
saliency map. It relies on the notion of shape space: a graph representation of a set of regions extracted from the image. Each region
is characterized with an attribute describing it. We weigh the boundaries of a subset of meaningful regions (local minima) in the shape
space by extinction values based on the attribute. This extinction-based saliency map represents a new hierarchy of segmentations
highlighting regions having some specific characteristics. Each threshold of this map represents a segmentation which is generally
different from any cut of the original hierarchy. This new approach thus enlarges the set of possible partition results that can be
extracted from a given hierarchy. Qualitative and quantitative illustrations demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed method.
Index Terms—Graph, shape space, tree of shapes, minimum spanning tree, α-tree, binary partition tree, object spotting, image
segmentation, hierarchy, hierarchical segmentation, saliency map.
✦
1 INTRODUCTION
IMAGE segmentation is one of the oldest and mostchallenging problems in image processing. As shown
in [1], even for a human observer, it is hard to determine
a unique meaningful segmentation of a given image
f . As promoted by Guigues et al. in [2], a low level
segmentation tool should remain scale uncommitted,
because the structures which can be useful to high level
task can have arbitrary size. In other words, a segmen-
tation should output a multi-scale description of the
image f . An usual approach to overcome the difficulty
of finding a unique meaningful partition, and to satisfy
the multi-scale property, is to compute a hierarchy of
segmentations, which encodes a set of segmentations
from fine to coarse. Such a hierarchy is usually repre-
sented by a dendrogram as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
Another representation is the saliency map, originally
introduced in [3], and independently rediscovered by
Guigues et al. under the name of contour disappearance
map in [2]. Recently, associated to a specific learning-
based algorithm, this representation has been popular-
ized under the name of ultrametric contour map [1].
Each threshold of the saliency map gives a segmentation
result, and conversely, by stacking a set of segmentations
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satisfying a hierarchical property, one obtains a saliency
map. A theoretical study and several characterizations of
saliency maps can be found in [4]; efficient algorithms
to compute saliency maps are given in [5].
In this paper, we present a novel general framework
for obtaining meaningful hierarchical partitions from
any hierarchical representation of an image. The pro-
posed framework is the counterpart of the shape-space
filtering framework introduced in [6]. Recall that the
core idea of this later framework, as shown in Fig. 1,
is to apply some morphological operators to the shape
graph-space of connected components extracted from the
image: the vertices of the shape graph-space are the
connected components, while the edges are provided
thanks to the parenthood relationship between the con-
nected components (i.e., the neighbors of a vertex are its
children and its parent). The shape-space filters proposed
in [6] are connected operators [7, 8], filtering out from the
shape space (and hence from the image) the unwanted
connected components. In this paper, we weigh the
vertices of the shape space with an attribute describing
the characteristics of the regions, and we consider all
the local minima of the weighted shape graph-space
as candidate regions of the final meaningful partition.
We then obtain a saliency map ME by weighing the
boundaries of the candidate regions by their importance,
measured by the extinction values [9] of the corre-
sponding local minimum. Meaningful partitions can be
obtained by thresholding this new saliency map ME . In
particular, if the attribute characterizes the shape (e.g.,
circularity, upper triangularity, etc.) of each region in the
shape space, the obtained saliency mapME represents a
shape-oriented hierarchical image segmentation: in such
a representation, the regions with the desired shapes
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Fig. 1: Shape-space filtering framework: we replace the
black path with the red path, thus extending the classical
connected operator framework (black path).
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Fig. 2: A synthetic example of a hierarchy transformation
throughME . Blue numbers are the attribute values (e.g.,
inverse of average of gradient’s magnitude along the
contour). For visualization purpose, the inverse ofME is
shown. A cut (the red dashed line) of this new hierarchy
H ′ is different from any cut of H (e.g., the red cut or the
green cut in (b)).
are brought to the fore. This scheme can be extended
to highlight the objects with any specific characteristics
described by the attribute.
The proposed framework to obtain extinction-based
saliency mapsME has several interesting consequences.
First of all, it allows us to transform any hierarchical
representation of the image into a hierarchy of image
segmentations. Secondly, if the input hierarchical rep-
resentation is a hierarchy of image segmentations H ,
the partitions obtained by thresholding the proposed
extinction-based saliency mapsME can be different from
any cut of the initial hierarchyH . This last point was first
highlighted in a preliminary version of this study [10].
Consequently, as illustrated in the synthetic example of
Fig. 2, our method potentially modifies the structure of
H . This might give interesting results in many cases:
indeed, as the set of partitions that can be extracted
from a shape space contains the set of non-horizontal
cuts that can be extracted from the hierarchy, we have a
broader choice when selecting a partition from the shape
space. Furthermore, the obtained hierarchy of segmen-
tations highlights the regions of specific characteristic
represented by the attribute.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review a number of background mate-
rials related to our proposal. Section 3 compares the
proposed framework w.r.t. some closely related meth-
ods. The methodology of the proposed framework for
hierarchical segmentations is detailed in Section 4. In
Section 5, we depict three experimental results using
the proposed framework with different input hierar-
chies and attributes characterizing the regions: 1) the α-
tree [11] and an attribute inspired from the work in [12]
to extend the α-tree for generic image segmentation; 2)
the tree of shapes and shape attributes for traffic sign de-
tection; 3) the tree of shapes and a specifically designed
attribute for document extraction in videos captured by
smartphones. Finally we conclude in Section 6.
2 BACKGROUND
The hierarchical representations of the image can be
classified into two families. The first one is the family
of hierarchy of segmentations reviewed in Section 2.1.
Partitions are usually obtained via hierarchical cuts pre-
sented in Section 2.2. The second family is the set of
threshold decomposition-based trees reviewed in Sec-
tion 2.3. The common features of these hierarchies lead
to the notion of shape space that we have introduced
in [13, 6], and which is shortly presented in Section 2.4.
In this paper, an image is modeled as a graph G =
(V,E) weighted by a function f , where V is the image
domain (i.e., the set of pixels), E ⊂ V × V is the set of
edges, and f : V → R represents the image intensity; in
other words, f(v) is the grey-level of the pixel v.
2.1 Hierarchy of image segmentations
A partition or a segmentation of a set V is a collection of
subsets Ri (i.e. region) of V such that V is the disjoint
union of the subsets. Very often, each one of the regions
of a segmentation is connected for the underlying graph
G = (V,E). A segmentation Pi is finer than the partition
Pk if any region of Pi is a subset of a region of Pk.
A hierarchy of segmentations H is a chain of nested
partitions Pi:H = {Pi | 0 ≤ i ≤ n, ∀j, k, 0 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n⇒
Pj ⊑ Pk}, where Pj ⊑ Pk denotes that the partition Pj is
finer than the partition Pk. We denote by Pn the partition
{V } which segments the entire image as a single region,
and by P0 the finest partition of the graph (V,E). In other
words, a hierarchy of segmentationsH is a set of regions,
such that: 1) {V } ∈ H ; (2): for each region R ∈ P0,
R ∈ H ; (3): for each pair of distinct regions (R,R′), where
R ∈ H,R′ ∈ H , R∩R′ 6= ∅ ⇒ R ⊂ R′ or R′ ⊂ R. Relation
(3) formalizes that two distinct regions in a hierarchy of
segmentations are either disjoint or nested.
A hierarchy of image segmentations can be repre-
sented via a special type of tree called the dendrogram.
The root of the tree represents the entire image, and
the leaves are the regions of the finest partition P0,
while an intermediary node R represents the merging of
regions represented by the nodes just below, known as
the children of the parent R. Examples of a hierarchy of
segmentations represented by a dendrogram are shown
in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
An example of hierarchy of segmentations is the
α-tree [11], also known as the hierarchy of con-
strained connectivity [14]. It relies on the notion of α-
connectivity [14]. For a pair of neighboring pixels p ∈ V
and q ∈ V , let d(p, q) be the dissimilarity measure
between p and q. Then two pixels p and q are said
to be α-connected if there is a path between p and q
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Fig. 3: A synthetic image (a), and its associated dendro-
gram (b) representing a hierarchy of image segmenta-
tions H . The red dashed curve in (b) is a cut of the
dendrogram (i.e., hierarchy), the partition given by this
cut is illustrated with red boundaries in (a).
such that for any pair of adjacent pixels (pi, pi+1) in
the path, d(pi, pi+1) ≤ α always holds. Based on this
notion of α-connectivity, an α-connected component [14]
containing a pixel p is defined as α-CC(p) = {p} ∪
{q | p and q are α-connected}. There exists an inclusion
relationship between the α-connected components: ∀x ∈
V, α1 ≤ α2 ⇒ α1-CC(x) ⊆ α2-CC(x), which yields the
α-tree [11]. It has been shown in [15] that an α-tree is
equivalent to the Min-tree [7] of a minimum spanning
tree (MST) [16], which provides an efficient algorithm
to compute the α-tree. The interested reader can refer
to [14, 11] for more details about the α-tree.
2.2 Cuts in a hierarchy
A hierarchy of segmentations H generates a subset of
all possible partitions of image. Selecting a “best” or
optimal one is usually achieved by the notion of cuts [2].
A cut of a hierarchy H is a subset of H which intersects
any path from the base to the top of H exactly once.
Equivalently, a cut is a partition P whose regions are
taken from the regions represented by nodes in H . An
example is shown in Fig. 3.
For an indexed hierarchy which is a pair (H,λ), where
λ is a positive function (e.g., the scale), defined onH such
that for two nested regions R,R′ ∈ H,R ⊂ R′, we have
λ(R) < λ(R′), the simplest cut is an horizontal cut, i.e.,
threshold the hierarchy H based on its associated index
λ. An example is the work in [14], where the author
proposes to threshold the local range α or a global range
ω of the α-tree [11]. This corresponds to cut horizontally
the α-tree by setting the index to respectively α or ω.
A more evolved hierarchy cut consists in minimizing
an energy functional subordinated to the hierarchy H . A
popular example is the work in [2], where the authors
propose the scale-set theory by considering a rather
general formulation of segmentation problem. It involves
minimizing a two-term-based energy functional that can
be written as Eλs =
∑
R∈PλsC(R)+D(R) for a partition
P , where C is a decreasing regularization term, D is an
increasing goodness-of-fit term, and λs is a parameter.
This energy Eλs is called multi-scale affine separable
energy. In [2], the authors use dynamic programming
to efficiently compute two scale parameters λ+s and λ
−
s
for each region R ∈ H , where λ+s (resp. λ
−
s ) corresponds
to the smallest parameter λs such that the region R ∈ H
belongs (resp. no longer belongs) to the optimal segmen-
tation by minimizing Eλs subordinated to H . There may
exist some regions R such that λ−s (R) ≤ λ
+
s (R), which
implies that the region R ∈ H does not belong to any
optimal cut of H by minimizing the energy Eλs . One
removes these regions from the hierarchy H and updates
the parenthood relationship (for a removed region R, the
parent of its children is set to the parent of the region
R), which yields a hierarchy H ′. Then for any given λs,
the optimal λs-cut of the original hierarchy (H,λ) by
minimizing Eλs is given by thresholding λ
+
s of H
′.
The optimal cuts of a hierarchy of segmentations by
minimizing the energy Eλs in [2] has been extended by
Serra and Kiran [17] via the notion of h-increasingness.
They propose a new approach to find optimal cuts
of H in one pass based on energy minimization. The
interested reader can refer to [17, 18, 19] for more details.
Another interesting cut of a hierarchy of segmenta-
tions is proposed by Cardelino et al. [20]. The method
is based on the use of the a contrario model [21]. They
assign a meaningfulness reflected by the number of false
alarms (NFA) to each possible partition spanned by that
hierarchy. The optimal partition is simply given by the
most meaningful one.
2.3 Threshold decomposition-based trees
Another type of hierarchical representations is based
on threshold decomposition. The simplest one is the
Max-tree or its dual tree called the Min-tree [7]. They
are based on the inclusion relationship of connected
components of respectively upper level sets and lower
level sets. For any λ ∈ R, the upper level sets Xλ
and lower level sets X λ of an image f are defined
by Xλ(f) = {v ∈ V | f(v) ≥ λ} and respectively
X λ(f) = {v ∈ V | f(v) < λ}. Indeed, both upper and
lower level sets have a natural inclusion structure: ∀λ ≤
µ, Xλ ⊇ Xµ and X
λ ⊆ X µ, which leads to two distinct
and dual representations of an image, respectively the
Max-tree and the Min-tree. The fusion of the Max-tree
and Min-tree gives the tree of shapes [22], known also
as the topographic map [23] through the notion of shape.
A shape in the tree of shapes is defined as a connected
component of an upper or a lower level set with its holes
filled in.
A major difference between these threshold
decomposition-based trees Tt and the hierarchies
of segmentations Th reviewed in Section 2.1 is that any
cut of a type Th gives a partition of the image domain,
whereas any cut (except the root) of a type Tt yields a
subset of the image domain.
2.4 Shape spaces
Both the hierarchies of segmentations reviewed in Sec-
tion 2.1 and the threshold decomposition-based trees
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reviewed in Section 2.3 have a tree structure. Each repre-
sentation is composed of a set of connected components
C. Any two different elements Ci ∈ C, Cj ∈ C are either
disjoint or nested: ∀Ci ∈ C, Cj ∈ C, Ci ∩ Cj 6= ∅ ⇒
Ci ⊆ Cj or Cj ⊆ Ci. This property leads to the definition
of tree-based shape space in [6]: a graph representation
GC = (C, EC), where each node of the graph represents a
connected component in the tree, and the edges EC are
given by the inclusion relationship between connected
components in C.
It has been shown that the shape space has several
interesting features. Firstly, It is an equivalent represen-
tation of an image, in the sense that the image can be
reconstructed form the shape space. This representation
inherently embeds a morphological scale space satisfying
the principle of causality [24]. Furthermore, some of them
are invariant to contrast changes and covariant to con-
tinuous (topological) transformations. Besides, contrary
to scale-space, the contours of a given shape (connected
component) correspond to actual contours in the image,
without any blurring due to convolution with a kernel
in the case of classical scale-space.
The shape space has been proved to be very useful in
many applications. Examples are meaningful level lines
selection [25], classification of images [26], texture index-
ing [27], scenery image analysis [28], image simplifica-
tion and segmentation [7, 29, 30, 12, 31, 32, 14, 33], object
detection [34, 35], and local feature detection [36, 13].
3 COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK
We focus on the comparison with two families of closely
related work: shape-space filtering [6] in Section 3.1 and
hierarchical cuts [2, 17, 18, 19, 20] in Section 3.2.
3.1 Comparison with shape-space filtering
The shape-space filters proposed in [6] are connected
operators that filter out unwanted shapes from the shape
space (hence from the image). The second tree repre-
sentation T T (see Fig. 1) is constructed to perform the
filtering. In this paper, we use the shape space and the
second tree (see Fig. 4) in a different way. We consider
all the local minima of the weighted shape space as
candidate regions of the final partitions. We then rely
on a second tree T T (being a Min-tree) to compute
the extinction value [9] for each local minimum, which
measures the importance of each underlying candidate
region. The saliency map is obtained by weighing the
extinction values to the boundaries of the correspond-
ing candidate regions. This saliency map represents a
hierarchy of image segmentations.
Another difference w.r.t. our previous work in [6] is on
the construction of the input tree T . In [6], the input tree
is usually a threshold decomposition-based tree, where
the input image is seen as a node-weighted graph. Yet,
in this paper, the input tree can be any hierarchical
representation of the image. For example, we use an α-
tree in Section 5.1 where the input image is seen as an
edge-weighted graph.
3.2 Comparison with hierarchical cuts
The cut-based methods [2, 17, 18, 19, 20] reviewed in
Section 2.2 consist of cutting the input hierarchy of
segmentations horizontally or non-horizontally to obtain
a partition. They do not change the structure of the input
hierarchy of segmentations H in the sense that for each
region in H , either all its child regions or none of these
two regions belong to the final partition. For example, in
the hierarchy illustrated in Fig. 2 (b), either both A ∪ B
and C (children of A∪B∪C) belong to the final partition
(e.g., the red cut), or none of these two regions belong to
the final partition (e.g., the green cut).
Our extinction-based saliency map ME is different
from the cut-based approaches. Indeed, it does not fol-
low the idea of cutting directly the hierarchy to obtain
meaningful segmentations. As described in Section 4.3,
we propose to consider a subset of regions in the hierar-
chy H as candidate regions of the meaningful partitions.
Then we weigh their boundaries by their meaningfulness
measured by the extinction values, which produces a
saliency map ME . Then segmentation results can be
obtained by thresholding this saliency map. Note that a
segmentation given by a cut of ME is usually different
from any cut of the original shape space. For instance,
in the original hierarchy H depicted in Fig. 2 (b), the
region C merges with the region A ∪ B, the region
C ∪D will never be a single region of a partition given
by any cut of the hierarchy H . In contrast, the region
C ∪ D is a possible single region of a partition given
by thresholding extinction-based saliency map ME as
depicted in Fig. 2 (c) and Fig. 2 (d).
Another difference is that our proposed framework
also works for the threshold decomposition-based trees
Tt. Whereas, any cut (except cutting the root node) of Tt
yields a subset of the image, not a partition of the image
domain. The choice between a tree Tt or a hierarchy of
segmentations Th to construct the shape space depends
on the application, the user has only to ensure that the
regions of interest are present in the shape space.
Another advantage of our proposed framework is
that it is not limited to the h-increasing attributes used
in the state-of-the-art hierarchy transformation meth-
ods [3, 2, 14, 4, 17, 18, 19, 37]. We can use any attribute in
our proposed framework. For example, if we have some
prior knowledge (e.g., the shape or some specific charac-
teristics) about the regions of interest, we can integrate
this information into the attribute. In consequence, the
regions of interest are highlighted in the extinction-based
saliency map.
4 HIERARCHICAL SEGMENTATION BASED ON
SHAPE SPACES
In this section, we present our proposed framework of
hierarchical segmentation using shape spaces. We start
with a general overview of the proposed scheme in
Section 4.1. Then we detail in Section 4.2 the basis of
the framework: object spotting using the shape space
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Fig. 4: General overview of the proposed scheme: shape
space construction by a hierarchical representation of the
image, followed by the computation of extinction values
E via a Min-tree T T constructed on the shape space.
Finally, the saliency map ME is obtained by weighing
the boundaries of candidate regions by the extinction
values of the corresponding local minima.
weighted by an attribute A. The extension of this idea
to produce an extinction-based saliency map ME is
presented in Section 4.3 .
4.1 General overview of the proposed framework
The shape space that we have introduced in [6] (shortly
reviewed in Section 2.4) is composed of a reasonable
number of regions from fine to coarse, which provides
a tremendously reduced search space for object spotting
and segmentation. This motivates us to perform object
spotting and segmentation tasks based on the shape
space. The work of Vilaplana et al. [34] is such an
instance, using the binary partition tree [29] to construct
the shape space. Instead of being satisfied with a single
spotting/segmentation result, we propose to extend the
principle to hierarchical object segmentation. The general
overview of the proposed scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.
The basic idea is to consider the local minima of
the node-weighted shape space (C, EC,A) as candidate
meaningful objects, and to extract only the significant
local minima as the final spotted objects. We propose
to use the extinction value [9] of each local minimum to
characterize the significance of the underlying candidate
object. The extinction values for all the local minima of
the shape space (C, EC,A) can be efficiently computed
via a Min-tree (T T in Fig. 4) constructed on (C, EC,A).
Finally, we propose to weigh the boundaries of the
candidate regions by their corresponding extinction val-
ues. This yields a new saliency map ME representing a
hierarchy of image segmentations.
4.2 Object spotting using shape space
Suppose that the interesting objects that one would
like to spot are present in the shape space constructed
somehow, then the object segmentation problem is now
reduced to how to retrieve them from the shape space.
To achieve this, we assign to each region an attribute
A capturing its characteristics. Examples of A are the
compactness and the number of false alarms (NFA)
measuring the meaningfulness of a region boundary
4 6 5 8 7
1 6 7 6
4 4 5
2 3
9
R
∗
1
R
∗
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R
∗
3
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R15
Fig. 5: Object spotting by repeating the process of se-
lecting the “most likely” node R∗i and discarding the
ancestors and descendants of node R∗i . Blue values are
corresponding attribute values A. The three nodes repre-
sented by red circles are the spotted objects, where R∗1 is
spotted firstly, then R∗2 and R
∗
3. Note that the green node
R13 is more meaningful than R11, but it is not spotted.
proposed in [25]. If we have some prior information
(e.g., shape or color) about the interesting objects to be
spotted, the attribute A can also be some specifically
designed assessment measuring how much a region fits
the prior knowledge.
Once the shape space is built and the attribute A is
available, the object segmentation task is achieved by
object spotting in the shape space (i.e., search space).
The most trivial spotting strategy is to choose the “most
likely” one. It is useful if there is only one interesting
object in the image. However, in most cases, the number
of interesting objects is unknown, and is usually more
than one. In this case, one possibility is to first of all spot
the “most likely” region R∗1 among all the regions in the
shape space, and discard all the ancestors and descen-
dants of R∗1. Then retrieve a second “most likely” region
R∗2 among the remaining regions in the shape space,
and discard again its descendants and ancestors. This
selecting and discarding process is repeated until all the
regions are either spotted or discarded. In consequence,
a set of regions {R∗i , | i = 1, . . . , n} will be spotted,
where the number of spotted objects n is decided by the
algorithm. Such an object spotting process is depicted
in Fig. 5. This spotting strategy might give interesting
results in some cases, but it ignores the fact that several
interesting objects may be present in a same branch of
T , which means one may be included in another. For
example the region R06 and R13 in Fig. 5.
The notion of “most likely” is usually modeled by the
extremum of the attribute A. Following this idea, we
propose to spot the local minima of the attribute A as
interesting objects. This strategy enables to spot different
regions in the same branch. For instance, in Fig. 5, the
three local minima of the attribute A in the shape space
are respectively R06, R13, and R14, where nodes R06 and
R13 are in the same branch.
There are usually many local minima of a given
attribute A on any hierarchical representation of the
image. An example of an attribute A based on the
meaningfulness of the region boundaries is depicted in
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Fig. 6: An example of the object spotting scheme by
selecting important local minima of an attribute A as
meaningful objects. The shape space is built from the
tree of shapes, and A is the context-based energy esti-
mator [35]. Left: Tree weighted by A (top) and filtered
A′ (bottom); Filled circles: local minima; Colorized filled
circles: resistant local minima after connected filtering
in the shape space. Middle: Evolution of A (top) and
filtered A′ (bottom) along the branch surrounded by
dashed contours in the tree. Right: extinction-based
saliency map ME (top) and spotted meaningful objects
surrounded by the colorized contour.
Fig. 6. Many of the local minima correspond actually to
meaningless objects, and some local minima represent
some regions that are very similar, only a representative
one should be spotted.
We propose to apply a connected filter to the shape
space to get rid of the spurious local minima of A. More
precisely, a pruning of the Min-tree of the shape space
is applied, which is well-known as a local minima killer.
Note that some local minima of the filtered attribute
A′ are flat zones of the shape space, which implies
that some local minima of A′ may contain several local
minima of A. We select the region having the smallest A
as the representative one for the corresponding flat zone
of local minima of A′. An example of the scheme of this
object segmentation method is depicted in Fig. 6.
4.3 Hierarchical segmentation based on extinction
values
By expanding the idea of object spotting described in
Section 4.2, if we increase the pruning force, more and
more local minima of A will be filtered out or absorbed
by the nearby local minima having a smaller attribute
value. So less and less local minima are spotted as
interesting objects. In this sense, each local minimum
has a certain possibility to be spotted as an interesting
object. This possibility can be measured by the notion of
extinction values E [9] of local minima, which reveals
their importance, so does the meaningfulness of the
objects corresponding to the local minima.
Let AA↑ be an increasing attribute on the Min-tree
T T constructed from the shape space, when the pruning
A
B
C
hC
hB
hA
Fig. 7: Illustration of extinction values.
Fig. 8: Materialization of pixels with 0-faces (blue disks),
1-faces (green strips), and 2-faces (red squares). The
original pixels are the 2-faces, the boundaries are ma-
terialized with 0-faces and 1-faces. The contour of the
cyan region is composed of black 1-faces and 0-faces.
force of T T based on AA↑ increases slightly, some min-
ima merge with other minima being more significant.
The extinction value E for a minimum mi is defined as
the maximal pruning force for which mi does not yet
merge with another minimum being more significant.
More specifically, let ≺ be a strict total order on the
set of minima m1 ≺ m2 ≺ · · · ≺ mn in a decreasing
order of significance, such that mi ≺ mi+1 whenever
A(mi) < A(mi+1). Let CC be the lowest connected
component that contains both mi and a minimum mj
with j < i. The extinction value for the minimum mi is
defined as the difference between the attribute AA↑ of
CC and of mi: AA
↑(CC)−AA↑(mi). The Figure 7 shows
an example of the extinction value for three minima
based on the attribute AA↑ being the current value of
A. The order is A ≺ C ≺ B, and B merges with C, C
merges with A.
Instead of computing a single object spotting result
as shown in Section 4.2, we compute a saliency map
ME based on the extinction values of local minima. This
map represents a hierarchy of object spotting results.
More precisely, we weigh the extinction values E to the
region boundaries of the corresponding local minima.
To facilitate the representation of the boundaries, note
that we use the Khalimsky’s grid [38], where a region
boundary is composed of a set of elements lying between
pixels (2-faces) for a 2D image. The set of elements of a
region boundary are materialized by 1-faces and 0-faces.
A synthetic example is depicted in Figure 8.
The scheme of computation of the extinction-based
saliency map ME relying on the use of Khalimsky’s
grid [38] is detailed below (an efficient computation
algorithm is given in [5]):
1) Initialize the saliency map ME with 0; note that
the size of ME is doubled compared to the original
image f .
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2) For each 1-face e ∈ E in the saliency map, the value
at this 1-faceME(e) is set to the maximal extinction
value of the nodes representing the set of nested
regions in the shape space having e as an element
of its boundary. Note that, if there is no minimum
among the set of nodes, we set ME(e) to 0.
3) For each 0-face o in the image, ME(o) =
max{ME(e) | e is a 1-face neighbor of o }.
Each threshold of this saliency map ME represents
an object spotting result, which corresponds to a result
obtained by the method of object spotting described in
Section 4.2 with a certain pruning force. This saliency
map ME represents a hierarchy of segmentations based
on the use of the shape space and an attribute A. An
example is given in Fig. 6. A threshold of the saliency
map in Fig. 6 gives the four most meaningful objects
whose boundaries are colorized with different colors.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
As described in Section 4, there are two main ingredients
in the proposed framework:
1) A shape space built from a hierarchical representa-
tion of the image containing the regions of interest.
2) An attribute characterizing each region, and its
local minima represent the significant regions.
In this section, we show several experimental results
of the proposed framework using different hierarchical
representations and attributes. First of all, in Section 5.1,
we use the α-tree to construct the shape space and an
attribute Af inspired from the work of [12] for generic
image segmentation. Qualitative and quantitative re-
sults on BSDS300 [39] and BSDS500 [1] dataset shows
that we obtain similar results with the original work
in [12], but with the advantage of being hierarchical.
At the same time, we also improve the hierarchy of
constrained connectivity [14] by extending it with non-
increasing attributes. Then in Section 5.2, we use the tree
of shapes [22] to build the shape space and the attributes
As relying only on shape information. Application of
the shape-oriented saliency maps to traffic sign detection
achieves results on par with the dedicated baseline algo-
rithms on the German Traffic Sign Detection Benchmark
(GTSDB) dataset [40]. Finally, we have experimented
with a dedicated attribute characterizing the documents
in Section 5.3 for document extraction in videos cap-
tured by smartphones. The shape space is again built
from the tree of shapes. The resulting document-oriented
saliency map achieves the first place in the Smartphone
Document Capture and OCR (SmartDoc) competition
organized at ICDAR 2015 [41].
5.1 Extending constrained connectivity
In this section, we use a binary Min-tree of the MST,
which is equivalent to the α-tree (as proved in [15]) to
construct the shape space. The images are regularized
by anisotropic diffusion [42] in order to smooth their
textures. The dissimilarity used for the MST is the max-
imal distance of the red, blue, and green channels taken
independently.
We use an attribute Af inspired from the work of
Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [12]. In [12], the authors
propose a region merging process that follows the edges
of the MST by increasing order of the weights (dissim-
ilarity). At the beginning, each flat zone is considered
as an individual region. Then, when an edge (x, y) is
considered, they search for the regions X and Y that
respectively contain the points x and y. The regions X
and Y are merged if
Diff(X,Y ) < min{ Int(X) +
k
|X|
, Int(Y ) +
k
|Y |
}, (1)
where | · | denotes the cardinality, Diff(X,Y ) is the mini-
mum weight of the edge connecting the two components
X and Y , Int(X) is the largest weight in the MST of the
region X , and k is a parameter favoring the merging of
small regions (a larger k causes a preference for larger
components). However, k is not a scale parameter in
the sense of the causality principle: as shown in [43], a
contour present at a scale k1 is not always present at
a scale k2 < k1. This is a practical difficulty for a user
that wants to tune the approach to a particular task. By
producing a hierarchy based on the merging criterion,
we remove this difficulty.
The merging criterion defined by Eq. (1) depends on
the parameter k at which the regions X and Y are ob-
served. So let us consider the attribute Af as the k given
by k = max{ (Diff(X,Y ) − Int(X)) × |X|, (Diff(X,Y ) −
Int(Y ))× |Y | }. That is to say, for each region R, let Rc1
and Rc2 be the two children of R in the binary Min-tree
of MST, then the attribute Af for region R is given by
Af (R) = max{ (Diff(Rc1, Rc2)− Int(Rc1))× |Rc1|,
(Diff(Rc1, Rc2)− Int(Rc2))× |Rc2| }. (2)
An example of the extinction-based saliency map M0E
using inverted Af is illustrated in Fig. 9 (b) for the input
image in Fig. 9 (a). Observe that in this saliency map,
there are many small regions that are very salient, a step
of refinement is required. As performed classically in
mathematical morphology, we propose to apply a grain
filter [44] followed by an ultrametric watershed [4] on
the initial saliency map M0E . The interested reader can
refer to [8, 4] and the Chapter 7 of [45] for more details.
The final refined saliency map ME is illustrated in (c).
One level of segmentation obtained by thresholding this
final saliency map ME is shown in Fig. 9 (d).
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the saliency maps computed
on some images from the BSDS500 dataset [1], together
with some segmentations extracted from the hierarchies.
Two evaluation schemes are provided in [1]. In the first
one, the same fixed threshold level (observation scale) is
used for all saliency maps in the dataset; we refer to it
as the optimal dataset scale (ODS). In the second one,
we evaluate the performance using an image-dependent
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(a) Input image (b) Initial saliency map M0E
(c) Final saliency map ME (d) One segmentation
Fig. 9: An example showing the scheme of the saliency
map computation. The saliency maps are inverted for
better visualization.
Fig. 10: Hierarchical segmentation results on the
BSDS500. From left to right: Image, inverted saliency
map, and segmentations at the optimal dataset scale
(ODS) and optimal image scale (OIS).
threshold for each saliency map; we refer to this choice
as the optimal image scale (OIS).
The quantitative evaluation is performed using the
boundary-based precision-recall curves and the region-
based performance measurements described in [1], in
terms of Ground-Truth (GT) Covering criterion and
Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI). A high GT covering and
a large PRI are required for a “good” partition. The
Fig. 11: Additional hierarchical segmentation results
on the BSDS500. From top to bottom: Image, inverted
saliency map, and segmentations at the optimal dataset
scale (ODS) and optimal image scale (OIS).
interested reader can refer to [1] for more details about
these measures.
Here, we compare our results with three closely re-
lated work: 1) the original graph-based image segmen-
tation in [12]; 2) another method of hierarchical graph-
based image segmentation proposed by Guimara˜es et al.
in [43], also relying on the same criterion popularized
by [12]; and 3) the classical use of the α-tree by threshold-
ing the hierarchy w.r.t. the local range α. The boundary-
based precision-recall curves are illustrated in Fig. 12.
The region-based comparison is given in Table 1. Our
proposed extinction-based saliency map ME achieves
a similar result as the original method in [12], but
with the advantage that it produces a hierarchy. Note
that the goal of this experiment is not to show that
the proposed framework outperforms the state-of-the-
art methods for generic segmentation. We choose to use
a simple attribute in this experiment, which is a proof of
concept for the proposed framework. We would expect
learning the attributes to improve the performance. This
is one of our future work.
Our method can also be seen as an extension of the
hierarchy of constrained connectivity in the sense that
we use a non-increasing attribute instead of an increas-
ing one. As shown in Table 1, the proposed method
improves the classical use of hierarchy of constrained
connectivity.
5.2 Shape-oriented hierarchical segmentations
In the previous experiment, the attribute measures some-
how the meaningfulness of each region in the shape
space in the sense of generic image segmentation. We
now demonstrate the interest of using an attribute char-
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Method
BSDS300 [39] BSDS500 [1]
GT Covering Prob. Rand. Index GT Covering Prob. Rand. Index
ODS OIS Best ODS OIS ODS OIS Best ODS OIS
gpb-owt-ucm [1] 0.59 0.65 0.75 0.81 0.85 0.59 0.65 0.74 0.83 0.86
Mean Shift [46] 0.54 0.58 0.66 0.78 0.80 0.54 0.58 0.66 0.79 0.81
FH [12] 0.51 0.58 0.68 0.77 0.82 0.52 0.57 0.69 0.80 0.82
Our 0.51 0.58 0.67 0.78 0.82 0.51 0.59 0.67 0.80 0.83
Guimara˜es [43] - - - - - 0.46 0.53 0.60 0.76 0.81
α-tree [14, 11] 0.45 0.54 0.63 0.76 0.81 0.44 0.53 0.63 0.78 0.82
Ncuts [47] 0.44 0.53 0.66 0.75 0.79 0.45 0.53 0.67 0.78 0.80
TABLE 1: Region benchmarks on the BSDS300 [39] and BSDS500 [1]. Note that this experiment is just a proof of
concept for the proposed framework. The goal is not to show that it outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for
generic segmentation (see corresponding text for discussion).
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Fig. 12: Boundary benchmark on the BSDS300 [39] (left)
and BSDS500 dataset [1] (right). Note that the goal
of this experiment is not to show that the proposed
framework outperforms the state-of-the-art methods for
generic segmentation. This experiment is just a proof of
concept for the proposed framework.
acterizing the shape of each region, which results in a
shape-oriented hierarchical segmentations.
As examples, we use two shape-based attributes that
describe the roundness denoted as A◦ and respectively
the upper triangularity denoted as A△ of each shape.
More precisely, the circularity A◦ is given by the stan-
dard deviation of distances between the boundaries
(composed of a set of 0-faces and 1-faces as illustrated
in Fig. 8) of each region and the corresponding center.
A round region would have a small value for A◦. The
upper triangularity A△ is defined relying on the overlap
between the region R and its best fit upper triangle R△
based on the Jaccard similarity coefficient:
A△(R) = 1− |R ∩R△|/|R ∪R△|, (3)
where | · | stands for the cardinality. For a given region
R, its best fit upper triangle is determined by the three
furthest point pu, pbl, pbr ∈ R w.r.t. its center po, that
are respectively above po, on the bottom left of po, and
on the bottom right of po. An upper triangular region
would have a small value for A△. Note that these two
attributes can be efficiently computed during the shape
space construction [5].
We apply the proposed framework of hierarchical
segmentations using the shape-based attributes A◦ and
A△ to images of traffic scene, where the circular and
upper triangular traffic signs are very common cases. We
Method
Detection rate Area under curve
Prohibitive Danger Prohibitive Danger
Our 96% 95% 92.16% 93.10%
Viola-Jones [48] 98.8% 74.6 % 90.81% 46.26%
HOG+LDA [40] 91.3% 90.7% 70.33% 35.94%
Hough-like [49] 55.3% 65.1% 26.09% 30.41%
TABLE 2: Quantitative evaluation on GTSDB test
dataset [40]. Note that the detection rate of the other
methods is at a precision of 10% for both prohibitive and
danger sign. Our depicted detection rate is at a precision
of 59% (resp. 41%) for prohibitive (resp. danger) sign.
use the tree of shapes [22] to build the shape space. Note
that the original color images are converted to grayscale
images to compute the tree of shapes.
We have tested the method on the German Traffic
Sign Detection Benchmark (GTSDB) dataset [40], where
an on-line quantitative evaluation is available (http://
benchmark.ini.rub.de). The dataset contains 900 images
1360×800 with dramatic illumination condition and size
variations (see the input images illustrated in Fig. 13).
The 900 images are split into 600 training images with
ground truth, and 300 test images without making avail-
able the ground truth. Several qualitative illustrations of
the proposed shape-oriented saliency maps on the test
dataset are depicted in Fig. 13. Note that due to the large
size of the input image and for visualization purpose,
the images in this figure are the sub-parts of the original
images that contain traffic signs. The saliency maps are
inverted for better visualization.
For quantitative evaluation, we have benchmarked
our shape-oriented saliency map for the detection of
prohibitive (circular red-and-white) and danger (upper
triangular red-and-white) signs using the accompanied
on-line evaluation system (see [40] for details). For our
shape-oriented saliency maps, we threshold them with
a fixed value for the whole test dataset to achieve object
segmentation. We only keep the detected circular objects
that are round enough (i.e., the relativeAo w.r.t. the major
length of the best fit ellipse is small enough), and the
triangular objects whose orientations are near horizontal.
The quantitative results as compared to some baseline
methods that form the basis of many more evolved
methods are depicted in Table 2. Note that the Viola-
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Input image Circular-object-oriented ME Upper-triangular-object-oriented ME
Fig. 13: Qualitative illustrations of shape-oriented saliency maps on some images from GTSDB test dataset [40].
Jones detector [48] based on Haar-like features [48]
and the method “HOG+LDA” [40] based on HOG fea-
tures [50] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [51]
are supervised methods. The Hough-like method [49]
makes use of shape information via Hough-like voting
scheme and color information based on many heuristics.
Our shape-oriented saliency map that uses only shape
information achieves comparable detection rate w.r.t.
to the dedicated methods, but at a significant higher
precision (59% and respectively 41% instead of 10%). By
integrating very simply the color information (e.g., there
must be enough red pixels around the boundaries, and
there must be some white pixels inside the object) to val-
idate the detected objects, we improve the precision from
59% to 96% (resp. 41% to 98%) while preserving their
detection rate. This yields a better area under curve w.r.t.
to the baseline methods. Note that among the submitted
methods for this task, some dedicated learning-based
methods achieve almost nearly perfect results. Although
we have not experimented with a dedicated attribute
for this application (contrary to the document extraction
described in the following section), we would expect that
a dedicated attribute (e.g., a learned attribute based on
color and shape features) can also achieve nearly perfect
results for this specific application. In the following
experiment in Section 5.3, we provide an example using
a specifically dedicated attribute that outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods for a target application.
5.3 Smartphone document capture
In this section, we experiment a dedicated attribute
for a specific application: document detection in videos
captured by smartphones. These documents have two
main features: 1) They have quadrangular shape; 2) They
contain text and/or graphics.
We use an attribute Ad to capture these two char-
acteristics. More specifically, the quadrangularity A is
similar to the triangularity defined in Eq. (3), but it
measures how closely the region R fits a quadrangle.
Let R be the best fit quadrangle of the region R. The
quadrangularity A is given by:
A(R) = 1− |R ∩R|/|R ∪R|, (4)
where | · | denotes the cardinality. A quadrangular region
would have a small value for A. We also expect the
document to contain text and/or graphics, i.e., contains
many shapes inside R. This can be measured by:
Ac(R) = 1−
∑
C∈LR
(d(C)− d(R))/|R|, (5)
where d(R) stands for the depth (starting from 0 for
the root) of the region R, and LR is the set of leaf
nodes contained in the region R: LR = {C ∈ C |C ⊂
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R and C is a leaf}. Note that for accuracy of Ac, we
start by preprocessing the image with a grain filter to
get rid of the natural image noise due to the sensor.
Thus we only consider large enough regions as textual
or graphical contents. A region that contains text and/or
graphics, as opposed to an empty page, will have a small
value for Ac. Finally, the attribute Ad characterizing the
document region R is defined as a simple combination
of A and Ac given by:
Ad(R) = A(R) +Ac(R). (6)
A document region is expected to have a small value for
Ad.
We use the tree of shapes constructed on either the L∗
or the b∗ channel of each frame (converted in the L∗a∗b∗
color space). The choice of channel is automatically per-
formed by comparing the smallest attribute Ad on either
the L∗ or b∗ channel. For the first frame in each video,
we select the most salient shape (i.e., the shape having
the highest extinction value). For the other frames, we
select the 10 most salient shapes in the saliency map as
candidate document regions, and order them w.r.t. the
attribute Ad. As we expect the camera to remain relative
still, the distance between the corners of the document
detected in the previous frame with the current can-
didate shapes is used to eliminate mis-detections. For
the frame t, we get a family {R1t , . . . , R
10
t } of candidate
shapes. Let R∗t−1 be the extracted document region in
the previous frame t − 1, then the shape R∗t with the
smallest attribute Ad that has a distance to R
∗
t−1 below a
given threshold dmax is detected as the document region
for the frame t. If no such shape R∗t exists, the detection
fails. The four corners of the extracted document region
R∗t are used to define the final detected document.
We have applied this method on the dataset of com-
petition on Smartphone Document Capture and OCR
(SmartDoc) organized at ICDAR 2015 [41]. The dataset
has a total of 150 videos and 24889 frames. It is composed
of six different types of documents that are recorded on
five different backgrounds. The dataset covers a range
of different types of documents in terms of textual and
graphical contents, and a number of imaging conditions
such as change of illuminations, change of perspectives,
motion blurs, and partial occlusions and superposition
of documents (see Fig. 14 for some illustrative frames).
Several qualitative results are depicted in Fig. 14. Due
to the large size of the input frames, only sub-parts of
the original frames are shown in this figure. For better
visualization, the saliency maps are inverted. Note that
a common misdetection of the proposed method lies on
a sub-document retrieval, i.e., with documents having
graphical contents that may appear themselves as docu-
ments (e.g., large tables). Indeed, a rectangular graphic or
a table inside the document may have a lower attribute
value Ad than the one of the expected whole document.
For this challenge, we avoid this problem by using some
prior knowledge of the document size (the candidate
region could not be too small or too large). Note also
Ranking Method Jaccard Index Confidence Interval
1 Our2 0.9816 [0.9813, 0.9819]
1 Our 0.9716 [0.9710, 0.9721]
2 ISPL-CVML 0.9658 [0.9649, 0.9667]
3 SmartEngines 0.9548 [0.9533, 0.9562]
4 NetEase 0.8820 [0.8790, 0.8850]
5 A2iA run 2 0.8090 [0.8049, 0.8132]
6 A2iA run 1 0.7788 [0.7745, 0.7831]
7 RPPDI-UPE 0.7408 [0.7359, 0.7456]
7 SEECS-NUST 0.7393 [0.7353, 0.7432]
TABLE 3: Quantitative results on the dataset of Smart-
Doc competition [41]. Our result is further improved
by adding a postprocessing for the videos with partial
occlusions and superposition of documents.
that some videos have problems due to partial occlusions
and superposition of documents. Such problems can be
automatically detected because the attribute of the best
detected shape is not small enough. In such cases, a
preprocessing by opening and closing with a vertical
structuring element is automatically applied to have a
better shape space that contains the document region.
Quantitative assessment is depicted in Table 3. The
numerical evaluation is based on the Jaccard similarity
coefficient between the ground truth defined by the
four corners of the documents and the detected doc-
ument regions. The 95% confidence intervals are also
presented to demonstrate the robustness of different
methods. As shown in Table 3, our method named “Our”
was awarded the first place out of 7 participants in
this challenge. We further improved our result on the
challenge by applying a postprocessing for the videos
automatically detected as suffering partial occlusions
and superposition of documents. More precisely, we re-
estimate the four corners of the detected shape such that
the quadrangle defined by the four corners fits the best
the contents inside the detected shape. This improved
result, named “Our2”, is also depicted in Table 3. Note
that some videos are available as supplementary mate-
rial accompanying this article.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a general framework
for transforming any hierarchical representation of an
image into a hierarchy of segmentations highlighting
specific objects. The two main components of the frame-
work are the shape space construction and the attribute
computation. More precisely, the framework relies on
the shape space [6], a graph representation of a set of
regions extracted from the original image. We weigh the
shape space with an attribute A capturing the expected
characteristics of regions of interest. The basic idea of the
proposed framework is to consider all the local minima
of the weighted shape space as candidate regions for a
segmentation. Then the boundaries of these regions are
weighed by the extinction values [9] of A, which yields
an extinction-based saliency map ME .
A limitation of some previous work from the field of
mathematical morphology is that the criterion used to
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Input frame Document-oriented ME Extracted document
Fig. 14: Qualitative illustrations of the proposed method on some images from the dataset of SmartDoc competi-
tion [41]. Note that the full videos are available as supplementary material accompanying this article.
modify a hierarchy had to be increasing [37]. Our frame-
work does not have this limitation since we can use any
criterion, as it is depicted in the variety and the diversity
of the presented examples. As compared to the classical
state-of-the-art approaches that consist of cutting a hier-
archy of segmentations [3, 2, 14, 4, 17, 18, 20, 19], each
threshold of the extinction-based saliency map gives a
segmentation result which is a priori different from any
cut of the original hierarchy of segmentations. Actually,
this process enlarges the set of possible partitions for a
given hierarchy of segmentations. Besides, the proposed
method allows us to obtain hierarchical segmentations
from the threshold decomposition-based trees (i.e., Min-
tree, Max-tree, and tree of shapes), which are widely
used in mathematical morphology and image process-
ing. Furthermore, expected objects are brought to the
fore in the saliency map.
The interest and the versatility of the proposed frame-
work is demonstrated with three experiments, varying
the input hierarchical representation to build the shape
space and the attribute capturing the expected character-
istics of different objects of interest. First, we have used
the hierarchy of constrained connectivity to build the
shape space. An attribute inspired by the work in [12] is
used to characterize the meaningfulness of each region
in the sense of generic image segmentation. Both qualita-
tive and quantitative results on the BSDS500 dataset [1]
show that the proposed framework improves on the hi-
erarchy of constrained connectivity, and achieves results
close to the ones of the original work in [12], but with
the advantage of being hierarchical. Parameter tuning is
easier as compared to the method in [12]. Secondly, we
have applied the shape-oriented saliency map offered by
the proposed framework to circular and upper triangular
traffic sign detection. Quantitative results on the GTSDB
test dataset [40] shows that using only shape informa-
tion, the proposed framework achieves results compa-
rable to the state-of-the-art baseline methods, that are
supervised approaches. Last, we have used the proposed
framework on preprocessed images with a specifically
designed attribute to extract documents in videos, and
participated to the ICDAR competition SmartDoc 2015.
Our document-oriented saliency map method achieves
the first place among the 7 participants. We further
improved our result on this challenge by applying a
dedicated postprocessing.
The proposed extinction-based saliency maps rely on
a shape space and on an attribute. In future work, we
would like to investigate some other trees to construct
the shape space: the binary partition tree [29], the color
tree of shapes [52], and the gbp-owt-ucm [1]. Indeed, it
has been shown in [53] that the shape space built from
gpb-owt-ucm is very useful for polyp segmentation,
which is critical for colorectal cancer diagnosis. A good
result is obtained in [53] by an ad-hoc method trying
to select the most elliptical region from the hierarchy
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Fig. 15: Polyp segmentation using the proposed frame-
work. Left: input image; Middle: elliptic-object-oriented
saliency mapME ; Right: In green the manual annotation
and in red the result by thresholding ME .
of gpb-owt-ucm. This simple selection strategy can be
extended using our elliptic-object-oriented saliency map.
We would expect comparable performance, particularly
for the case that more than one polyp are present in the
image. An illustration is given in Fig. 15. We would also
like to study some other shape spaces, in particular those
which have a graph representation but which cannot be
structured into a tree representation; it is for example
the case of the component-graphs of multi-valued im-
ages [54], but also of any family of segmentations. Using
attributes based on statistical measurements [55, 56] are
also some interesting research perspectives. Last, but not
the least, rather than using an engineered attribute, we
envision that learning the attributes would bring many
benefits to the practice.
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